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Once again, we look back on a year in
which COVID-19 played a prominent
role and presented many challenges.
We have already gone through a year
of the Corona crisis and now have the
necessary experience. This enabled
our employees and clients to anticipate
when necessary, so that work continued
as usual.
Safety first
Safety remains our top priority in
everything we do. We also experienced
in 2021 that safety cannot be taken for
granted. We are constantly working to
improve our safety awareness and our
certification for Step 3 on the Safety
Ladder certainly contributes to this. You
can read more about this on page 20.
Our employees are highly adaptable.
As a result, our work has not suffered
under the constantly changing
circumstances, which is something
we are proud of. Last year we again
received many compliments from our
clients about our employees and/or
the assignments that we carried out. This
motivates and encourages us to keep

our standards high!
Fine-tuning our strategy
In 2021 we fine-tuned our strategy. Our
services focus on the following three
pillars:
1. Rental
2. Services
3. Projects
Thanks to our expertise and experience,
we can offer solutions to all your
complex challenges.
Innovation
An increasing number of clients are
contacting our Engineering Department
in their search for solutions to complex
technical issues. And rightly so, as this
is certainly an innovative department!
In 2021, they developed their own
computer-controlled 2400-tonne
jacking system. This was a first in the field
of jacking technology.

we took delivery of four new Liebherr
mobile cranes. We also expanded
our range of road plates to include
composite road mats. Composite road
mats are produced from high-quality
thermoplastic material, making them
exceptionally strong, durable and
lightweight.
In conclusion, we would like to thank
all our employees for their positive
contributions this year. As a team,
we can move mountains, even under
challenging circumstances. We
would like to thank you for being our
business partner and for the pleasant
collaboration and trust you have placed
in Wagenborg Nedlift. You can count on
us again in 2022!

Focus on sustainability
Sustainability continues to be an
important value for us. For example,

We hope you enjoy reading this magazine!
Gerard Bastiaansen
Managing Director

		Peter Stollenga
			
Deputy Director

"The performance is excellent.
The company is an example
for many in the HSEQ field."
WAGENBORG NEDLIFT
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"The behaviour of the employees is very good:
they behave in accordance with the rules, think
along with solutions and are involved."
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January
Concrete beams placed over
Brailleweg in Groningen.

February
Vertical transport of bridge deck
from Wijhe to Woerden.

July

August

Transport of five transformers for
high-voltage station
Vierverlaten Hoogkerk, Groningen.

Mega move in Münster: 67-metre-long arch bridge weighing 550
tonnes installed.

March
New computer-controlled
jacking system developed by
Wagenborg Engineering has been
taken into use.

September
Relocation of delicate collection of
Oyfo Techniekmuseum.
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April

May

June

Wagenborg Nedlift wins two ESTA
Awards.

New tool 'Wagenborg
Online' goes live. Hire a crane in a
minute.

Intensified cooperation with Liebherr
to rejuvenate fleet and make it more
sustainable.

October

November

December

Girderbridge trailer used for relocation
of three new 380 kV transformers.

Dismantling and reconstruction of
railway bridges over the Oder on
the German-Polish border.

Expansion of range of composit
road mats.

Photo: Deutsche
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Sand dredger IJsselmeer
IN THE WATER AT GEERTJESGOLF
In May 2021, no fewer than four cranes were used to launch the sand suction dredger 'IJsselmeer'
in one of the lakes of the Geertjesgolf project in Deest, Gelderland,an exceptionally
sustainable extraction project in Winssen and Deest.

This task was preceded by a challenging transport operation
– The dredger was transported to the port of Waalhaven at
Deest, where it was transshipped onto SPMTs. Then it very
slowly followed a specially prepared route to the banks of
the extraction site.
A veritable ‘crane circus’ was waiting for it there: two
500-tonne mobile cranes, each equipped with an SSL main
boom and 180 tonnes of ballast, plus a 450-tonne mobile
crane and a 400-tonne mobile crane, both with full ballast.
Now it was all up to the skill of the lifting specialists. By
means of a high-precision lifting operation, the four ‘big
boys’ carefully hoisted the IJsselmeer into the water.

Geertjesgolf Project

In the years ahead, the IJsselmeer is going to dredge
millions of tons of sand and gravel from the pond bed via
suction. And it will do so in an environmentally friendly way,
powered by electricity.
Nederzand, the consortium that is carrying out the
extraction process at this site, commissioned a conversion of
the dredger specifically for this project, replacing the diesel
engine with an electric one. A special cable was run out to
the extraction site to power the IJsselmeer.
Construction of the pre-sorter is also progressing at a steady
pace. This enormous system is being assembled right next
to the pond. This is where the material dredged up by the
IJsselmeer from the bottom of the pond will be processed.
An enclosed conveyor belt measuring almost two kilometres
in length will be used to transport the separated sand to the
port at Deest, where it will be transshipped onto barges. This
is another unique and sustainable solution, as it eliminates
the need for transport by lorry, thereby saving countless
road journeys.
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3.

A clean and safe
world for everyone

3.1 Incident reporting
Wagenborg Nedlift's safety objective is: zero accidents. Every
accident is one too many.
2021 was not entirely without incidents. The number of incidents,
as shown in the table below, remained the same in 2021 as in
2020. In 2021, the number of LTIs (Lost Time Injuries) decreased
from 2 to 1, but the number of MTCs (Medical Treatment Cases)
increased from 0 to 1.

In the remainder of this chapter, we will explain how we work
towards achieving our safety objective in various sections.
Active involvement of our employees is very important in this
respect, as discussed in section 6.2 (Safety campaigns) and 6.5
(MoreApp).
Questions about our incident reporting and other HSEQ-related
matters can be submitted to our HSEQ department: nedlift.
hseq@wagenborg.com.

“… attentive Wagenborg employees pointed out to us that the
hoisting load was much heavier than we thought[...].
Many thanks for the attention. This is a good example of how
we become better together."

WAGENBORG NEDLIFT
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Description of key indicator

2019

2020

2021

Number of Fatalities

0

0

0

Lost Time Injuries (LTI)

2

2

1

Restricted Work Cases (RWC)

4

4

4

Medical Treatment Cases (MTC)

0

0

1

Total Recordable Cases (TRC)

6

6

6

LTI

6
5

5

4

4

3

3

2

2

1

1

0

0
2019

2020

2021

2019
MTC

6

10

4

8

3

6

2

4

1

2

0

0
2020

2021

2020

2021
TRC

12

5

2019

RWC

6

2019

2020

2021

Figure 1. Incident repporting
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“Daddy, will you
read to me
tonight?”
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“Everyone goes home SAFELY at the end
of the working day, EVERY DAY!”

www.wagenborg.com
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3.2 Safety campaign

Safety Culture Ladder

Safety awareness of our employees is (and continues to be)
extremely important in order to ensure a positive safety culture
within the organisation. To draw attention to 'Safety at work' in
an original way, the HSEQ department launched a new safety
campaign with the slogan: ‘Everyone returns home SAFELY at
the end of the working day, EVERY DAY’. In addition to our usual
poster campaigns, all employees received a lunch box with the
text: 'Safety ladder: safety at work – it’s vital!’

We are constantly improving safety awareness and our safety
culture. After an external audit by Aboma, Wagenborg Nedlift
and Wagenborg GmbH were awarded the certification for Step
3 of the Safety Culture Ladder. See article on page 18 & 19.

We also organised so-called safety snacks. These were
meetings where employees from different departments were
given the opportunity to talk about safety openly and directly.
In addition, we paid extra attention to the improvement
proposals they submitted. As a result, we received three times
as many submissions compared to previous years. The two best
improvement proposals were awarded a nice prize and trophy.

3.3 Audits & certificeringen
IIn April, the annual ISO and VCA audits were held for the
following certifications:
ISO 9001:2015
ISO 14001:2015
ISO 45001:2018
VCA-P 2017/6.0
This year they were complete audits. The audits were concluded
with good results. Various opportunities for improvement have
been implemented, while other improvements are still being
further developed. This allows Wagenborg Nedlift to work
continuously on improving and optimising its services and their
quality.

3.4 Our footprint
Wagenborg Nedlift's CO2 footprint for 2020 will be verified
in February 2021 by an independent institution, according to
NEN-ISO-14064-1. The possibility of CO2 compensation has
been included in our new framework contracts.

3.5 MoreApp
The MoreApp was introduced in August 2020. By now, 85% of
all employees have access to this app. In 2021, a large number
of general toolboxes, customer-specific toolboxes and training/
work instructions were prepared and shared via the MoreApp.

3.6 EcoVadis
Wagenborg Nedlift again achieved a score of 49 on the
EcoVadis sustainability assessment. This puts Wagenborg Nedlift
among the top 40% of all companies assessed and among the
top in its sector. This is something we are very proud of!
The EcoVadis sustainability assessment evaluates the extent
to which the principles of Corporate Social Responsibility are
integrated into the business and management system. The
EcoVadis Sustainability Scorecard illustrates performance on 21
indicators in four areas: environment, labour and human rights,
ethics and sustainable procurement.
You can read more about EcoVadis at www.ecovadis.com.

VVT-approved
Once again, Wagenborg Nedlift received the VVT approval
from the Vereniging Verticaal Transport.

Determined emission (tonnes CO2)
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WAGENBORG NEDLIFT &
WAGENBORG GMBH CERTIFIED FOR

STEP 3

Safety Culture Ladder
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We are constantly improving safety awareness and our safety culture. Our goal: zero
accidents. Our motto: “Everyone returns home safely at the end of the working day, every
day!”

We report, investigate, evaluate and provide feedback on these
reports and (near) incidents. In addition, we promote safety

The HSEQ department of Wagenborg Nedlift has been actively

awareness and safe behaviour in all layers of the organisation.

poster campaign “Job went well or job done safely?” and the

working on increasing safety awareness. Examples include the
challenge for the best improvement proposal.

We zijn dan ook trots op onze recente certificering voor
trede 3 van de Safety Culture Ladder in het werkgebied: ‘Het
uitvoeren van horizontaal, verticaal en en speciaal transport met
bijbehorende montage, engineering en projectmanagement’.
Improving safety at work with the Safety Culture Ladder
The Safety Culture Ladder is an instrument to measure safety
awareness, attitude and behaviour in a company. The aim is to
stimulate safe working among companies and their suppliers.

Other examples are the safety BBQ, the Safety Bratwurst (in
Germany) and the Safety Snack events we organised at the
initiative of the Regional Managers.
All these initiatives were intended to bring improvement
proposals to the forefront and to encourage discussion on the
subject of 'safety' in an informal and easily accessible setting.

The higher the safety awareness, the higher the awarded step on
the ladder.

"We have a Sicherheits-bratwurst!"

WAGENBORG NEDLIFT
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Safety Culture Ladder
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Highlights from the report
Aboma's auditors have highlighted the strengths of Wagenborg
Nedlift and Wagenborg GmbH in the report. This is something
we are very proud of!

A characteristic of all our offices: an open culture and
consideration for each other. Much value is given to the home
situation and on a good work-private balance for employees.
We have independently working employees who are
passionate about what they do. They are proud of the company
and its equipment. They also contribute ideas and solutions to
improve safety.
The board and management are very involved in the company’s
operation. Lines of communication within the company are
short.

Onboarding (training and introduction) of new employees is
solid.
We offer plenty of career opportunities including possibilities for
internal advancement and an effective training programme.
More and more clients are considering SCL certification to be
important, as do we. We are not resting on our laurels after
having been awarded this credential. Our priorities for the
coming years remain: “Zero accidents” and “Everyone returns
home safely at the end of the working day, every day!”

Bertwill Mulder,
manager HSEQ

"The future of safety is in behaviour and
culture, much more so than in rules and
regulations only."

Transporting 5 massive transformers

for Vierverlaten high-voltage substation
20

The transformers, which were manufactured by Royal Smit Transformers B.V., weigh no less than 335 tonnes
each. For this project commissioned by TenneT, the specialists at Wagenborg Nedlift had the honour of
transporting these five transformers (and accompanying cooling systems) by water and road and then placing
them on their foundation.
Three transformers were initially transported by barge from
Nijmegen to the high-voltage substation at Vierverlaten, in
Hoogkerk, west of Groningen. The other two were transported by
barge from Schiedam to the far north.
At Vierverlaten, the transformers were unloaded from the barge
and onto the heavy-goods dock in tandem using a 350-ton
crawler crane and a 700-tonne mobile crane.
The transformers were taken to the substation one after another,
with the help of a 16-axle modular trailer.

The transformers were slided sideways over the foundation
directly from the modular trailer and then jacked down using the
new Cube Jack System.
Absolutely true: the job went off without a hitch thanks to
expert engineering and project management by Wagenborg’s
specialists, as well as good collaboration with TenneT, Royal Smit
Transformers B.V.and the other parties involved in the project.

WAGENBORG NEDLIFT
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"Ageing & de-growth
create challenges."

WAGENBORG NEDLIFT
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Our people
a big & passionate team
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Fortunately, COVID-19 did not affect the training of our employees in 2021. Once again, we invested heavily
in their development. Employees participated in the work-related training courses that were necessary to perform their tasks. This is how we manage to maintain the quality of our services at a high level. It also ensures
that our employees enjoy working for us.

This year we also invested in the personal development of our employees. Both we as an employer and our
employees benefit from these investments. Training and development opportunities increase employees’ motivation and job satisfaction and are an important USP when recruiting new colleagues.

4.1 Training courses
Our drivers completed the mandatory
Code 95 training. In addition to having
a driving licence, Code 95 is proof
of professional competence. The aim
is to improve road safety and reduce
accidents, road fatalities and CO2
emissions. Code 95 is valid for five years
and consists of 35 hours of refresher
training, 28 hours of theory and 7 hours
of practice. The drivers participated in
training courses on: physical load, first
aid, 'a new way of driving', securing
loads, driving optimisation and crime
prevention as well as other topics.
In 2021, we trained a large group of
apprentices internally and externally
to become crane operators. These new
employees are usually inexperienced,
which is why they start with a two-week
internal training course conducted

by our instructor. They then move on
to an external trainer to obtain their
TCVT* certificate. Depending on their
future position, the employees follow
a course to become Hoist Supervisor,
Mobile Crane Operator or Tower Crane
Operator. After completing the training
programme, the apprentices make the
transition to practical work. In practice,
our experienced employees take over
the supervision of our new employees.
This way we are able to share and
safeguard valuable professional
knowledge.
* Stichting Toezicht Certificatie Verticaal
Transport (Foundation for Supervision
Certification of Vertical Transport)

4.2 Absenteeism
In 2021, the absenteeism rate was
lower than in 2020. We ended the year

with an absenteeism rate of 3.8%. This
is a result to be proud of, especially
considering the impact of COVID-19.
On average, an employee reported
sick only 0.5 times in 2021. This is in
comparison to 0.6 times in 2020. This
means that the absenteeism threshold at
Wagenborg Nedlift is high: employees
do not easily report sick.
The average period of absenteeism
decreased significantly compared to that
in 2020 from 37 days to 25 days. This
means that the number of employees
on long-term sick leave has decreased
significantly.
Through the help of welfare
professionals, individual coaching and
personal attention, we aim to help
employees regain and retain their
strength. For now, but also for the future!

WAGENBORG NEDLIFT
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4.3 Investments in health
& vitality
We believe it is important to invest in
our employees and we do so in various
ways. One of these is the option of
undergoing an annual 'preventive
medical examination'. This examination
identifies the sustainable employability
of employees. Not only physical
health, lifestyle and work experience
are addressed, but also topics such as
aggression and violence, mobility and
work capacity.

Based on the results of the examination,
our employees have access to fully
subsidised personal coaching with
respect to their physical and mental
fitness, lifestyle or career. As an
employer, we receive a 'group report’
with the average scores after completion
of the examinations. Depending on the
results, we may or may not decide to
take action.
In 2021, all employees were again able
to take part in the employability check.
Wagenborg Nedlift received a group

report based on this check (+ results
from employee visits to the healthy
bus). The results were positive. The table
below contains a number of interesting
findings. It is a result we are proud of!
We also offer our employees financial
compensation for activities that boost
(physical and mental) health and
vitality. Examples include membership
fees for sports clubs, programmes to quit
smoking and personal coaching. The
cycle-to-work scheme is also part of our
secondary employment conditions.

"We try to empower our employees
and keep them there. For now, but most
certainly for the future!"

WAGENBORG NEDLIFT

Overall, Wagenborg Nedlift employees
score positively on the work stress
and energy sources factor. There are
sufficient energy sources and, to a
lesser extent, workplace stressors. This
is a positive result and a good starting
point to build on in future sustainable
employability policy.

The average WAI score is higher than
the benchmark. Wagenborg scores
43.2 and the benchmark is 41.5. This is
a positive result! The work capacity is a
predictor of absenteeism and is a good
indicator of the employability of the
employee, now and in the future.

The Wagenborg scores for safety are
above the benchmark. All employees
indicate that accident prevention is
given adequate attention.

4.4 2021 Challenges

Management Review 2021

ageing population. This is a challenge
we are increasingly faced with.
In 2021, this was also reflected in
the time it took to fill our vacancies.
Nevertheless, we managed this well.
The use of social media, our contacts
with secondary and higher education
institutions and the active use of our
network helped us to achieve this.

People are our most important capital.
Finding and keeping good employees
is high on our agenda. Fewer people
are entering the labour market due to an

Foto: Deutsche Bahn
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Vitality Coaching
Programme

for Niels Adamse
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From Dry January to five months without alcohol. This was the strong start of Niels' vitality
coaching programme. "I started without expectations, but was immediately motivated and
challenged by my coach.” Five months later, Niels feels more energetic, has lost 10 kilos and
has good body health values. "I have found a lifestyle that suits me and that I can maintain.
This allows me to make better choices in my life.”
Text & photo: www.adaptics.nl

Striking values
30 year old Niels works as a Junior
Controller at Wagenborg Nedlift. In
January, he was given the opportunity
to participate in a Health Check. Niels:
“Each year my employer offers us the
opportunity to participate in a Health
Check.
A great opportunity that only offers
benefits.” During the check, some striking
values emerged. "They weren't all that
much to worry about, but there were
some values that I thought I had under
control. Like BMI, fat percentage and
glucose." When his employer offered
the chance to talk to a coach, Niels was
keen. "I was curious about how a coach
would look at these values, what could
be done better, why it could be done
better and what the results would be,"
Niels says.
Bring it on!
Prior to the first consultation, Niels did
not have a specific request for help.
He says: "I didn't really have a goal. I
always enjoy gaining new insights and
knew I would get those from a coach.
During my first session it became clear
to me that I wanted to find a healthy
lifestyle that I could maintain," says
Niels.
First they looked at what Niels was
already doing himself. "Every year I
participate in Dry January and I also
go to the gym with friends. My vitality

coach Jacco pointed out to me that
it takes more than one month without
alcohol to break through patterns.
He challenged me not to drink in
February either. And then Niels got the
hang of it. "I noticed many benefits of
not drinking alcohol. I slept better and
had more energy, which gave me more
time for other things. Like sports. In the
end I didn't drink at all until May.
The right motivation
Jacco quickly figured out how to
motivate Niels. Niels: "Jacco kept
coming up with new challenges and
ideas. He kept triggering me. I became
more enthusiastic and motivated as a
result. We did not focus on everything at
once, but worked in small steps.
We also worked on exercise and
nutrition. I was given the challenge, in
addition to my afternoon walks, to walk
for 45 minutes after dinner. Because
it was so accessible, I kept at it and I
enjoyed it.
As for nutrition, I was given tips for
healthier alternatives. For example,
peanut butter made from 100% peanuts
and switching to 30+ cheese. Not
drinking alcohol, exercising more and
eating healthier had positive effects. As
a result, I had positive news the next
time we met, which worked well in the
progress discussion.”

The big reset
To take these steps, Niels
did need a little push. "When I
started working, I was still with one leg
in my student life. Every Saturday was
still about having loads of fun. Corona
was like a kind of reset button for me. I
noticed that I also enjoyed peace and
quiet. It gave me the push I needed to
go from student life to work life.
In combination with Jacco's tips, I
succeeded. I am exercising more,
sleeping better and eating healthier.
I started drinking the occasional beer
again, but I've learnt that I don't need to
do that all the time. I now often choose
to stop drinking earlier so that I'm still fit
to go to the gym the next day.”
The result
By not drinking, exercising more and
eating more consciously, Niels has
lost 10 kg in 4.5 months. His BMI, fat
percentage and glucose have healthy
values now. “I have much more energy I
used to be tired often after a work day.
Now I still have energy to do sports
or something else fun. This coaching
programme has given me the tips and
tricks to make better choices in my life.
I now have a lifestyle that suits me and
that I can maintain. And that will help
me all my life.”
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7 questions
for...
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Bert Maathuis.
senior project leader
international projects

Bert
Maathuis
A well-known name within
Wagenborg and beyond.
The face behind many
transformer projects,
including the Vierverlaten
project.
But who is Bert Maathuis
exactly? What drives him
and what challenges him
as a Senior Project Leader
International Projects at
Wagenborg Nedlift? We
talked to him.

1
What does your Wagenborg career look like so
far?
I have now been working for Wagenborg for 16 years
as a senior project manager. In 2006 I was a project
manager. I completed my education in 1998; first HBO
Hydrography and then Civil Technology and
Management at the University of Twente. My career then
started at Smit in Rotterdam, where I started working
as a proposal engineer.
After 2 years I was able to grow internally to become
a salvage master, a fantastic job in which I was able
to see a lot of the world. After this I started as a senior
project leader at Wagenborg.

2
What makes your job fun and challenging?
In particular, the combination between the commercial
aspect on the one hand and the operational character
on the other. The overall picture makes my job very
enjoyable. And I have a lot of freedom and space in
my position. The challenge for me is finding potential
in certain markets and then improving our network and
position in these markets. Fortunately, we have already
taken a lot of steps in this regard.

WAGENBORG NEDLIFT
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How did you become the face behind all
transformer projects?

What is your view on the future, private and
work related?

This is where I was actually rolled in from the start. When
I was just hired, a huge transformer project in northern
Germany came our way. I picked it up at the time and
brought it to a successful conclusion. That’s where the ball
started rolling.

Both personally and professionally I would like to go
abroad more often. I have a list of countries I would like
to go to with my wife, but that is a plan for later when the
two of us can go on the road again. In terms of work,
I also think it would be great fun to be able to take on
great new projects abroad.

4
You have also taken the Vierverlaten project
under your wing. What was the biggest
challenge in this project?
Firstly, the size of the project: 5 huge transformers had to
be transported. The biggest challenge during this project
was to ensure that the transhipment went smoothly,
because the quay at KWS could only be used under
extremely strict preconditions.

7
Which countries in the world did you already
visit?
We should have asked this question the other way
around; which countries don’t? Bert sums up: “Singapore,
Vietnam, Pakistan, Bahrain, United Arab Emirates, Qatar,
Tanzania, Kenya, Sudan, America, Canada, Costa Rica,
Panama, Brazil, Hawaii, Istanbul and almost all countries
in Europe. However, I never get tired of traveling. That
really keeps on tingling somewhere inside.

5
You speak with great passion about your
work, but do you also have passions or hobbies
outside your work?
‘Football! I have been secretary of football club STEVO
in Geesteren for 16 years, where I was born and raised.
You can often find me on the football field. In addition, I
am a member of an athletics club and I train recreationally on a regular basis. I also like to run trail
races, up to 25 kilometers. I also used to play as a
bassist in a band, but due to time constraints I stopped
doing this.

Passport
Name: Bert Maathuis
Age: 50 jaar
Home situation: Married to Miranda,
having a son and a daughter
City: Nijverdal
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Wagenborg Nedlift is becoming
progressively greener.
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New equipment:

Innovative & sustainable
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Sustainability is a key strategic factor at Wagenborg Nedlift. We consider it our duty to society and future
generations to make a maximum contribution to a liveable world. Investing in innovative sustainable equipment
is a logical step towards achieving this. In doing so, we are making an important contribution to the sustainability
of building and construction work in the Netherlands and beyond. Below is an update of the most recent
developments.
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5.1 Composite road mats

5.3 Electric vacuum units

In 2021, Wagenborg Nedlift expanded its range of steel plates
with composite road mats. These Isotrack X road mats are made
of high-quality thermoplastic material. They can be connected to
each other via a special system.

At the end of 2021, two 5-tonne Nimatech NT-UZRA-40
vacuum units were delivered to Wagenborg Nedlift.

It is not necessary to prepare the surface (with sand for instance).
The composite road mats are also lightweight, allowing them
to be transported in larger numbers. Altogether, this leads to a
considerable reduction in transport movements and a significant
improvement in terms of sustainability and efficiency.

5.2 Computer-controlled jacking system
The standard available jacking systems did not adequately
meet the safety and sustainability requirements of our jacking
specialists. Because of this, our Engineering Department
developed a system that does meet all the requirements.
This computer-controlled jacking system consists of four climbing
jack boxes with a capacity of 600 tonnes each. Objects
weighing up to 2400 tonnes can be lifted and lowered with this
new system.

These 100% electric units are used for laying our new composite
and steel road plates. Sustainability played an important role in
the purchase of the units. Therefore, the units are equipped with
lithium batteries, making them fully electric.
They have an adjustable equaliser and can be operated
remotely. The benefit of working like this is that there is no
damage to the surface. The plates are lifted by vacuum instead
of a clamp.

5.4 A greener fleet
Wagenborg Nedlift has been greening and rejuvenating its fleet
for a number of years. The sustainability strategy we have drawn
up contains specific objectives until 2050. One of the objectives
is to reduce CO2 emissions -- within the Netherlands by 95%
and within Europe by 50%. This year, we invested heavily in new
equipment. Sustainability remains an important principle in this
respect.

The jacks are controlled by multifunctional hydraulic power
packs. The power packs are driven by electric motors, which
makes it possible to work quietly and cleanly. In addition to the
climbing jacks, the power packs can also control other hydraulic
applications, such as skidding systems or strand jacks.

Overview of investments 2021
DEMAG AC500-8

Modulaire lifting beams (20 m/110ton)

Liebherr LTM1150-5.3

2 X Sennebogen 5500 Stage V Motor

2 X Liebherr MK 73-3.1

3 X Jack HPU-E, hyd, DW 4 connection 700 bar, 380V

Liebherr MK 88-4.1

PPU SPMT Z180DE Stage V + remote control

Spierings SK1265-AT6

240 X composite road mats

Komatsu FB20M-2R Electric

2 X vacuümunit composite road mats

2 X Trias 2-axle centre-axle ballast trailer

Site paving Geleen

Skidding systems

Aggregate hyd. Elect. Radio, DW

Enerpac Self-locking Cube Jacks (4 X 100t jacks)
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The Meeden high-voltage substation has been in existence for 50 years and is an important link in the national
electricity supply. In addition, there is a power line connection to Germany from Meeden.

38

The increase in electricity transmission via this interconnector requires the addition of three new 380 kV phase
shifters at the Meeden substation. The transport of these 365-tonne colossi was right up the alley of Wagenborg
Nedlift’s transport specialists.

This particular type of transformer
regulates the power supply between the
two countries.
And these transverse control transformers
are special indeed! Weighing no less
than 365 tonnes each, they are the
heaviest transformers ever to be installed
in the Netherlands.
The dimensions speak for themselves--at
a height of over 6 meters, a width of 5
meters and a length of 9.5 meters, they
are enormous! You can't just take them to
their destination in a van. But how would

you do it then?

Trees
TenneT contemplated this issue more
than three years ago. Using special
transport vehicles suitable for ultraheavy loads would make it possible
to get the transformers to the site in
Meeden, or that was the idea at least.
The transport vehicle would then go via
the Hereweg in Meeden.
However, there were many large and
old trees along this road that would have
to be severely pruned or even removed

because of the height of the transport
combination. This would not have
earned the sympathy of the residents
and the village council of Meeden.

Alternative route
The transport specialists of Wagenborg
Nedlift, TenneT's transport partner for this
project, took the initiative to investigate
several alternative routes whereby the
trees could be spared.
In the end, the route via the newly
constructed wind farm seemed to be the
best option.
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Masterpiece
in Meeden
In order to do this, a new makeshift road
had to be built from the wind farm to
the Meentweg. Furthermore, all kinds of
facilities and adjustments were needed
on this route in order to be able to
circumvent roundabouts, culverts and
pipeline routes safely. All in all, a major
operation had to be carried out long
before the transport operation was even
in sight.
Thanks to the cooperation of
landowners, the municipality, the owner
of the windmill park, Meeden’s village
council cooperation and many other
stakeholders, it all came together in the

end.

65 meters long
A very special transport vehicle was
used for this special transport: a socalled girder bridge trailer. The load
on a girder bridge trailer is suspended
between the front and rear sections of
the transport vehicle.
The weight of the load is thus evenly
distributed on all the axles. This is a very
convenient solution for an ultra-heavy
load such as this transformer, especially
if it is not possible to use an extra-wide
vehicle for load distribution.

The latter option was also investigated,
but a vehicle measuring approximately
6.5 meters wide did not really fit on the
narrow roads in Meeden.
The Wagenborg specialists decided that
if it would not work width-wise, then
the only option would be length-wise.
Using the girder bridge from England,
a suitable 65 meter long transport
combination could be built. The total
weight of the combination including the
load was thus 625 tonnes!
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6.1 Customer Satisfaction

6.2 Times

We want to know whether our customers are satisfied with our
services. It is important to keep track of whether our work is in
line with the wishes and expectations of our customers. We also
want to learn about any areas for improvement.

Would you like to stay informed about Wagenborg’s activities
and projects? Our company magazine, “Times” is published
twice a year and is packed with high-profile interviews, reports
and interesting facts. The latest innovations and developments
are discussed. Times is not only about Wagenborg projects and
developments around the world, but also about our customers
and partnership projects. We are happy to offer our customers
a platform through our magazine. To periodically receive our
company magazine Times, please send an email to:
nedlift.communicatie@wagenborg.com.

This is why we started compiling a digital customer satisfaction
survey at the end of 2021. We plan to send this survey to our
top 100 customers in the first quarter of 2022. The results of
this survey will provide us with a robust picture of customer
satisfaction. Compliments and complaints are registered and
followed up if necessary.
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Long-term

customer relationships

klanten, relaties als medewerkers. Times gaat niet alleen over
Wagenborg projecten en ontwikkelingen in de wereld, maar
ook over onze klanten en samenwerkingsprojecten. Wij bieden
onze klanten graag een podium in ons magazine.
Om ons company magazine ‘Times’ periodiek te ontvangen,
kunt u mailen naar nedlift.communicatie@wagenborg.com.

6.3 Military Boekelo
If you’re searching for the perfect mix of 'Top sport, Business &
Pleasure' and above all a unique experience, look no further

than Military Boekelo, a special event which takes place in
Enschede. Top riders and their horses from all over the world
come to the eastern part of the Netherlands to take part in one
of the world's best military equestrian events. What started out
as an equestrian event has now grown into one of the largest
business-to-business events in the Netherlands.
In 2021, after a long period of Corona restrictions, we were able
to welcome our business partners in our cross-country hospitality
near obstacles 22 & 23. We enjoyed this beautiful sports event
with our business partners over snacks and drinks.
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WAGENBORG NEDLIFT GRONINGEN
Gideonweg 5
9723 BM Groningen, NL
T +31 (0)88 050 51 00
E nedlift@wagenborg.com

WAGENBORG NEDLIFT HENGELO
Diamantstraat 20
7554 TA Hengelo, NL
T +31 (0)88 050 51 50
E nedlift@wagenborg.com

WAGENBORG NEDLIFT EEMSHAVEN
Eemshornweg 9
9979 XK Eemshaven, NL
T +31 (0)88 050 51 00
E nedlift@wagenborg.com

WAGENBORG NEDLIFT GELEEN
Gate 1, Urmonderbaan 22
6160 BB Geleen, NL
T +31 (0)88 050 51 80
E nedlift@wagenborg.com

WAGENBORG NEDLIFT MEPPEL
Zomerdijk 9c
7942 JR Meppel, NL
T +31 (0)88 050 51 00
E nedlift@wagenborg.com

WAGENBORG NEDLIFT CAPELLE A/D IJSSEL
Fascinatio Boulevard 562 - unit 3.11
2909 VA Capelle aan den IJssel, Nederland
T +31 (0)88 050 51 50
E nedlift@wagenborg.com

WAGENBORG NEDLIFT SCHOONEBEEK
Industrieweg 10
7761 PV Schoonebeek, NL
T +31 (0)88 050 51 00
E nedlift@wagenborg.com

WAGENBORG GmbH
Hopstener Strasse 21
48477 Hörstel-Dreierwalde, DE
T +49 (0)5978 9166-0
E info@wagenborg.de

